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Mayor of Durham Contest Open
University Authorities Wildcat Powerhouse Blue Key Announces
Rolls Past Maine
Mayoralty Campaign
Deny Carlson Charges
By George S. Haselton

Charges made by Harry Carlson, Democratic National Com
mitteeman, immediately following a speech by Henry Wallace to
the U NH student body, brought to light the role played by Mr.
Carlson as a gate-crasher during W allace’s visit to the Durham
Campus:
Carlson leveled-serious attacks at University officials on October 8 when he was quoted in the Manchester Union as stating
that “ Lewis Field House reception workers had received instruc
tions not to let him (Carlson) appear on the platform with Wallace,
and that University trustees were trying to reflect their own polit
ical views into the teachings of our
young men and women when they
made efforts to discourage the stu
dents from bringing speakers with a
liberal viewpoint to the Durham cam
pus.” He further charged that Judge
Jeremy W aldron o f Portsmouth, a
member of the Board of Trustees,
had spoken to the student body at an
afternoon convocation just prior to
W allace’s visit intimating that Mr.
W allace was not welcome at the U ni

than very cordial. H e again brought
to the front the fact that W allace’s
visit was an entirely studei?t-run af
fair and stated that the faculty had at
one time planned a reception for the
distinguished speaker, but tha^ the
student committee insisted that it was
their duty and honor to hold tfre re
ception under student management.

Last Saturday, while the stands at
Lewis Field were jammed with Alum 
ni and excitement at a fever pitch, the
U N H W ildcats soundly trounced the
Maine Bears, clawing them to death
with a 28-7 victory. This fine show
ing proved the power of the Glassfordmen as they blended a splendid
line with a good passing and running
attack.
Late in the first period, after Maine
got the better of kicking exchanges,
Lorang intercepted a Mather pass at
midfield and returned it 15 yards as
the quarter ended. A 22-yard pass by
Parady to the 7 followed by a few
Dombkowski bucks saw a Bear score.
The
highly
touted
Dombkowski
bucked over from the 1 on fourth
down and quickly converted.

Cats Retaliate
However, the W ildcats were not
to be denied much longer and when
Swekla partially blocked a kick, they
were off. Mather passed 33 yards to
D ey on the 1-inch line with Ragonese
pounding over and Kachavos convert
ing.
Marsanskis seemed to lose his kick
ing knack as another punt was blocked
late jn the quarter.
Mather ran to
the 26; Rafferty and Ragonese made
the vaunted enemy line look like pa
per as the latter bulled over from the
three untouched. Kachavos converted,
seemingly automatically, and the Cats
led 14-7 with the Maine Bears never
recovering from their stupor.

Meantime, the Campus was heaving
and swelling under searing editorials
which appeared in the Manchester
versity.
Carlson’s statements as to “ having Union on October 7, when W illiam
been barred” from the speaking plat Loeb, Union editor and publisher,
form were answered by Dean Everett used such terms as “ Nazi D em agog,”
B. Sackett, who termed Carlson a “ Italian Fascist” and “ Huey L on g ”
“ gate-crasher” in explaining that Mr. in describing the “ plausible poison”
Carlson was not invited and we had j which W allace had thrown at his au
The first organization to
no knowledge that he was supposed diences.
to speak. This affair was entirely a take offense at Mr. L oeb’s editorial
student-run affair and invitation had viewpoints was the Social Responsibil
been issued to Mr. W allace and his ities Commission of the SCM who
immediately prepared posters declar
party only.”
W ord that “ W o o d y ” Fraser, Stu ing their objection to the editorials,
dent Council President and head of and stated that the subject would
Rainey Intercepts
the speaking programs, had received highlight their com ing week-end con
Ernie Rainey stopped the Maine
a letter from the Board of Trustees ference. Rev. Clinton Condict pointed
stating that his committee had shown out that the posters were prepared to threat in the third period by inter
poor taste ininviting Mr.W allace
as bring to the students the various re- cepting a pass; and a touchdown pass,
aspeaker, wascom pletely
shattered marks being made relative to Mr. W al- Mather to Janetos, covering 42 yards
“ ' lace’s speech, and were
being
re was called back. A few moments la
by Francis Robinson, head of the “Uni
versity News Bureau,
who
stated garded as a matter of education vital ter the'*Tffficials did an about-face y
putting Maine on their own 1-yard
that, “ Neither Fraser nor any other to the U N H student body.
In his attacks against the Universi line due to a clipping penalty after a
student has received any communi
ty Mr. Carlson did not mention the long punt return. A bad pass from
cation from the Board to this effect.
He further stated that the Board has fact that Mr. W allace went out of his center and an astute tackle by Mikzegone on record as sincerely encourag way in expressing his thanks for the nas registered a safety with the Glassing any student attempts to bring fine reception tendered him at U N H fordmen now in the van 16-7.
In the last quarter Gage intercepted
prominent speakers to Durham in the in saying that at the University of
a Maine pass on the N.H. 17 and
California
he
had
been
refused
per
future.
Carlson further assaulted the Uni mission to speak, and that it was a Maher threw three straight strikes,
versity’ s administration by charging great credit to New Hampshire toler the last covering 20“ yards, to paydirt
that W allace had received a cold ance in allowing his engagement at and the waiting arms of Van Dey.
W hen Rainey centered badly, Kacha
shoulder from the faculty and the stu the state’s university.
(H o w 
dent body during his visit. Robinson,
As an aftermath to the confusion, vos was unable to convert.
however, pointed out that many mem Mr. Carlson was quoted in the Man ever, Ernie plays for 6, not just 1
bers of the faculty were present at chester Union of October 4 as saying measly point.)
A few moments later* Gage started
the reception and that the welcome, that “ He was undecided as to wheth
the
final 60 yard scoring marsh by
in which over 1500 students joined, er or not he would take part in any
Pritchard gained
could hardly be called anything other activities in which Mr. W allace ap returning a punt.
12; Mather pitched to Seawards and
peared” and that he did not state his
Newman Club Publishes
intention of appearing with W allace Comings for long gains to the 4;
Gage went over from the 5 for the
Mimeographed Newspaper until last Saturday.
final tally, but again the extra point
was missed. As the game ended U N H
Newvox, the Newman Club’s mim
eographed newspaper was issued to
club members for the second time,
yesterday. The paper was first printed
last spring at which only the first is
sue was distributed. W ith a larger
staff this semester, D ick Brouillard,
the editor, sees the possibility of put
ting out the record of the club’s activ
ities every two weeks. Members of
the staff are Carlotta Dondero, D on
ald F. Chapman, Daniel Hughes, L orna D oone, Gerald Nolan, Gordon
Jacques, James McManus and W illiam
Crosby.

Alumni Plan Dance
After Husky Game

The Boston Alumni Club of LJNH
has planned a dance to be held after
the Northeastern football game on
November 1. This affair will take
place at the University Club on Trinity
Place, near the Back Bay Station in
Boston.
Ken Reeves, who played here last
Saturday night, will furnish the mu
sic for the Alumni dance. The admis
sion price has been set at $1.65 per
N O TIC E
person.
The German Club will hold its first
Mr. William Prince, Alumni Secre
meeting of the season in the Pine tary, reports that th efeoston Club will
R oom of Ballard Hall at 8 p.m. Thurs extend a most cordial welcome to any
day evening. All interested students and all students who attend. Prince
are welcome.
Refreshments will be has tickets for sale at the Alumni O f
served.
fice in T -H all. H e said that if the
fraternities wish to take a block of
The eye of the master does more ^tickets to sell he will be glad to fur
nish them.
work than both his hands.

(continued on page 5)

Society of Engineers Holds
First Technical Meeting
The U N H chapter of the studqnt
branch of the American Society of
Mechanical Engineers held its first
meeting of the new year in the Trophy
R oom of Commons, Thursday eve
ning. Dean Lauren Seeley highlighted
the evening’s program as guest speak
er, indoctrining University tech stu
dents on the proposed engineering
building and its relationship to the fu
ture of the School of Technology.
Mr. Tenho Kauppinnen, the club’s
advisor, spoke of the forthcom ing re
gional meeting at the University of
Maine and the preparation of papers
for the conference.
W ood y Morse, tech president, in
troduced the speakers and conducted
the business meeting, which was at
tended by over 100 students.

“ Citizens of Dur - h a m

”

Dean Seeley Heads
Advisory Committee

“ It’s here! It’s here! It’s here!” is
the cry that will ring through the Dur
ham Campus come next Tuesday, O c
tober 21, as the Mayoralty Campaign
swings into University life and its
One change in the administrative
twentieth anniversary as a -U N H fea
machinery for handling University af
ture.
fairs pending appointment of a new
Once again innocent freshmen, un
president has been announced by the
suspecting sophomores, indifferent jun
Board of Trustees.
iors and “ Let’s Live W hile W e M ay”
The Executive Committee of the
seniors will be the gullible targets of
Board has designated Dean Seeley as
the leading campus politicians as they
chairman of the Advisory Administra
vie with one another for the honor of
tive Committee previously appointed.
being Durham’s mayor for the year.
He will call meetings at the request
J. K. Bryan, president of Blue Key,
of the Chairman of the Executive com 
mittee; at the request of the advisory has announced that a meeting of pro
committee members and at his own spective candidates will be held in the
discretion.
O bject of the arrange Student Council rooms at Durham
ment is to afford adequate opportunity Notch Hall, Friday afternoon at 4:00
for the prompt consideration of educa p.m. A t that time, all candiates must
tional questions that may affect the signify their intention of participating
day to day conduct of University op in this year’s campaigns, and will be
erations. The advisory character of briefed on the election rules and pro-,
the committee is retained as originally cedures.

announced.
On other questions of general Uni
versity operation the Executive Com 
mittee of the Board will work through
Mr. Magrath and Dean Seeley. P rob
lems of property and finance will be
directed to Mr. Magrath in accordance
with customary procedure.
Other matters will be sent to the
President’s office.
Dean Seeley will
have responsibility for expediting ac
tion on them.

Generally, the contest is open to all
men and women of the University and
all dormitories, fraternities, and sorori
ties are urged to sponsor candidates.
It is expected that at least five stu
dents will participate in the three-day
battle which will begin with a monster
rally and a massed parade of all can
didates on Tuesday at 12:30 p.m. and
will carry through Thursday, O ctober
24. The final night of campaigning
will include a convention of all candi
dates and supporters in New Ham p
shire Hall, beginning at 7:30 p.m.

Outing Club to Begin
Drive for Members House Committee
On Agriculture in
Durham Meeting
(continued on page 4)

Monday morning, October 20, the^
U N H Outing Club will start its annual '
membership drive for the com ing year.
Blue Circle, the governing body of
the Outing Club, has been working in
earnest these past three weeks to
By Charles H. Morang
make up a program of interest to all
students. Tentative schedules for the
An all-day hearing was held in New
com ing weekends have been set and a
Hampshire Hall on O ctober 13 by the
variety of interesting trips have been
Congressional Committee on A gricul
suggested.
ture of the House of Representatives.
W ith the com ing of snow, there will The purpose of the meeting was to
be regular weekends for trips to our lay the groundwork for a long-range
Jackson and Franconia cabins and federal program to assist the nation’s
Sunday trips to Gilford for beginners farmers.
and experts alike.
Present at the meeting were thirty
For those who like to get together members of the House Committee on
for an evening’s enjoyment and sing-1 Agriculture, including Norris Cotton,
ing, Thursday nite supper trips to the Rep., N. H., through whose efforts the
Mendum’s Cabin will start this week. |hearing was held at U N H . The com It is hoped that some prominent mittee listened to forty-eight speakers
speakers and explorers like Bradford who were either farmers or representa
Washburn, and Joe D odge from Pink- tives of farming interests. After each
ham Notch, may be obtained for illus short speech, members of the commit
tee questioned each speaker on vital
trated lectures.
W ith the new Northern Conference points in his speech or questions of
of the IC C A now in operation, cabins national interest to the agricultural
and trails of Dartmouth, McGill, group.
Maine and Middlebury are also open
An Audience of several hundred at
to Outing Club members on reserva tended the hearing, representing every
tion. Combined trips with members type of Northeastern farmer. This is
of these schools will be held from one of twelve such gatherings to be
time to time.
>.
held in all parts of the United States
Our cabins and facilities are also to determine the needs and desires of
open during school vacations to Out Am erica’ s food producers.
ing Club members.
A typical speaker was H oward W .
/
Tickets will be on sale all week from Selby, general manager of the United
nine to three at the table under the T - Farmers of New England, Inc., a
Hall arch and may also be bought dairying co-operative supplying the
from any Blue Circle member.
Boston fluid milk market. Mr. Selby
Dick Grossman is the general chair spoke for the 2500 farmer-members of
man for the drive.
his co-operative and proposed a long
range farm program that summarize
very well all the testimonies and de
N O TIC E
mands that the committee heard. Mr.
An important meeting of the
Selby demanded an income for the
N. H. Varsity Club will be held
farmer comparable to that of other
this evening at 8:00 p.m. in Murkworkers who employ similar hours of
land 304. ..All varsity lettermen are
labor, skill, managerial ability and
urged to attend.
risk.
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"Quid Nune?"
By Bob Young
The hierarchy of the fraternal sys
tem of this campus is completely ludi
crous. The hierarchy of any minority
group over a mass is paradoxical. Lit
tle sheep, your Greek lettered horn is
calling you, get in line, get in line. It
is fantastic enough that the masses of
any sort can be led by an unen
lightened few.
Here on this campus, with such a
cosmopolitan group of young, intellec
tual, future leaders of the world, it is
even more unbelievable. Aside from
the obvious, numerically, alone, the
non-fraternal students far out-weigh
those select few now running the cam
pus. Ludicrous did I say? It is more
than that; it is completely absurd.

N O T IC E
start for the bathroom clad in his best
shorts, the pale blue ones with the
Students interested in intercollegiate
roses, there comes a tap-tap-tap-tap on
debating are urged to contact M r.
the door.
W heaton, R oom 306, T-H all, Oct. 21,
“ B oys; B oys! Less noise, please. between 1:30 and 2 p.m. Girls are
By Robin D. S. Higham
These are study hours, and some peo needed especially. Fourteen debates
ple want to work.”
are scheduled thus far with outstand
Eight o ’clock. Silence reigns. L et’s is now licking a couple of answers in
“ Yes, Mrs. Jones, w e’re sorry, it ing New England college teams.
visit some of the men and see how to shape.
“ Y ou know,” “ Q ” remarks, “ the w on’t happen again.”
they study in their various fields of
“ Hey, look, fellas; half way through
The farthest way about is often the
higher learning. H ere’s a room that other day I read, actually read, one of
looks interesting — just like any other. those damn stories before he gave us May and it’s snowing! W atta climate. nearest way home.
Open the door — “ don’t knock, just the test, and I did worse than when I Jeez! ! D ow n in Boston we never
wait and read it in class. Beats me have things like this!”
walk right in.”
“ Y ou ’ve got Curley and the Red
There is a deathly silence, broken where they see all those hidden things.
”
Sox, w ot more d’you want — Rita
only by Gabriel Heater, Brom o-Selt- If you ask m e
“ N o one did!”
H ayw orth?”
zer’s train and Spike Jones. The at
Johnny Grimes, Prop.
“
the English profs just do that
mosphere resembles a London fog
“ Sure, who wouldn’t.”
to
have
an
excuse
for
being
here!”
around a brewery. The occupants of
“ I ’m going to hit the sack. G oo“ Talking of courses, what do you do
the room are patronizers of the nickelnight everybody!”
in
history?
I
got
all
my
government
cigar industry. Having climbed over
And so we leave our earnest and
a few old sweat-shirts and pants, we done this week. There’s a course for
studious companions for the noise and
you.
Y
ou
’d
think
Carnegie
was
the
Quality Meats and Groceries
take a seat on the floor and settle down
discom fort of our own bed.
to take notes for our thesis in psychol prof, — “ H ow to be a politician and
P A IN TS and T O Y S
win campaigns as a Republican.”
ogy, the art of knowing when.
The end of a feast is better than the
“
You
guys
should
be
in
T
ech.”
Let us call the occupants “ G” , “ H ”
beginning of a fray.
“ God! All you guys do is lie around
and “ Q ” as this is theirs.
“ G” is recumbent on his bed with in the sun all day, or lean on those
the Arm strong racing sheet and a bot- -t°ds, or peek through your levels to
W e Have the Following Collectors Items in Stock
H
r in Congo. I
tie. “ H ” is struggling with Math 1 see what’s cookin’
I’m Getting Sentimental Over You - Tommy Dorsey
and trying to tune his alarm clock to W hattalife!”
“ W h y don’t you become an Aggie? II
After You’ve Gone - Benny Goodman
S|
Fred Allen. (H e ’ll never get, it’s the
Life Goes To A Party — Benny Goodman
M
wrong day.) “ Q ” is doing his outside There’s a good healthy life, and you H
Stardust - Glenn Miller
||
reading for his English research pa get some good cut courses like that %
In The Mood - Glenn Miller
per, “ Are the comics com ic.”
“ H ” , orientation course. I hear a question ^
Two Sleepy People - Fats Waller
||
having exhausted his math tables and on the finals was something about H
Racing With The Moon - Vaughn Monroe
||
slide rule (he thinks the sliding piece where do you usually catch a train in %
^
Bumble Boogie - Freddy Martin
is for measuring objects over twelve Durham.”
“ Sandwiches and milk, only
ten
% I’ll Never Smile Again - Tommy Dorsey
inches long), appeals to the world at
cents.”
fjjf
Muskrat Ramble - Lionel Hampton
large.
“ N o thanks!" H ’ya P r o c!”
“ Anyusejerks had calculus?”
Si
H
Back Door Stuff - Jimmie Lunceford

The Startling Results of Visiting
A Roomful of Eager Students

Community Market

This is not an outcry against fra
ternities, as they are purported to be.
Nor is it by any means to be construed
as critical of fraternities in their ori
ginal conception.
But
enough
is
enough — they have exceeded all
bounds.
Y ou who would have representation.
Y ou who would disolve this hierarchy.
Y ou who would have a say in your
own affairs. Y ou who would cast off
your nose-rings. Y ou who believe in
man — equal, unfettered man. Stand
up and be heard; stand up and have
your say. It is not only your right
but your duty to do so. Dissolve this
archaic and undemocratic system now.
Demand, and get, proportional govern
ment.
I ’m a fraternity man myself, but lence.
“ H ey !” W atstwoantw o? Five?”
I ’m not proud. I ’ll be far prouder to
“ G” , vaguely moved, thinks the odds
see all truly represented.
are on. “ Give yer tw o-to-one on Seabiscuit, ten-to-one on D og-biscuit.”
This musical chant disturbs “ Q ”
who asks, “ Hey, “ G ” ? D on ’t you take
Bio 2?”
“ Y eah !”
“ W ell then, why don’t you go up to
Fifteen newoimers and as many old
the library and study? W hadd’you
members were on hand at the first
think they built it for? Yeah, I know.
fall meeting of Mike and Dial last Fri
Y ou
think they
oughtta provide
day. The radio workshop, having lost
cushions in the stacks!”
many talented members through grad
“ I would, only I gotta get a filly for
uation, faces the prospect of a smaller
tom orrow. W h o the hell do I know
yet more tightly-knit group than last
who studies up there, or has time to?”
year. Many of the gaps will be filled
“ Sandwiches and milk, m en?”
by freshmen and newly-interested up
“ Jam, jam and peanut butter, peanut
perclassmen.
butter, butter, butter and cheese,
Jeanmary Durant and Earl Hill con
cheese, American, cottage, H am !”
ducted auditions in dramatics and an
‘ Candy!
O ’Henry, Clarke, Stein
nouncing, and Allen W arrington was
beck, Chewey, Hewey, D ewey gum ?”
named head of a committee to organize
| As comparative quiet reigns again,
the production of a series of musical
faintly disturbed by the “ Answer
broadcasts. This idea got its start last
Man” saying a great deal of nothing
M ay with a program featuring Gilbert
,to T om Mix, and the Cement Hour,
and Sullivan excerpts.
“ G”^ “ H ” and “ Q ” find themselves a
Mike and Dial is open to any and buck lighter (they’re no good - buy a
all students interested in radio, and R onson).
meetings are held each Friday in the
“ H ” is now really stuck on his math.
radio studio, T -H all, at 4:00 p.m.
A nybody would think he was a pro
fessor. Having dropped jam on it, he

Radio Workshop in
First Fall Meeting

K. H. Bratton Appears
In First Faculty Recital
On the evening of October 22 the
Music Department of the University
will present a faculty recital by Mr.
Karl H. Bratton. The concert will
start at 8 p.m. and will be given in
N ew Hampshire Hall.
The public is cordially invited to
attend this concert. There will be no'
admission charge. All faculty and stu
dent recitals are required of students
in formal music classes and applied

DURHAM T A X I

“ Hi. R oom Inspection. Y ou fellas 1$
might at least empty the waste basket. §
And don’t let the house-mother see all
those bottles on the floor. Stack ’em
up neatly!”

| J! E. LOTHROP PIANO CO.

“ Guess I ’ll g o to bed,” says “ H ” . A
few minutes later, as he is about to

Dover,7 N. H. ra

459 Central Ave.
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Durham’s Newest

- Invites You to Drop In Complete Advertised Lines of College Wear for Men and Women
FOR M EN

FOR W OM EN
As advertised in Madamoiselle, Seventeen and
Junior Bazaar

SHIRTS
Van Heusen - Southwick W oolens

DRESSES

Portsmouth $3.00

Newmarket $1.00

#
W e also have a large assortment of
RECORD RACKS
C AR R YIN G CASES E M P T Y A LB U M S

Carole King - Joan Miller
June Bentley - Petti

Tel. 165
Dover $1.00

§

(Exclusive)

N EC K W EAR

Exeter $3.00

Manchester $7.00

In Town $.35
Carload of five

SUITS

COATS
Leeds
Hi H o Junior
Pritzker

Van Heusen - Botany

Leeds
Josselli
(Exclusive)

SW EATERS
Tommy O ’Shanter - Smithcraft

SKIRTS

BLOUSES

Rockingham Ballroom

Petti
Harwill
Ann Leslie

Notabes
Century

(A complete line of sportwear)
4

(Exclusive)

DANCING

EVERY

SATU RD AY

NIGHT

U N D ER W E AR
SW EATERS
Old Colony - “ Gems” by Regina

AN D

H OSIERY

Esquire - Botany - W oolies

(Am erica’s Loveliest Sweaters)

This Saturday

(Exclusive)

BILLY NOTE

SLACKS AN D
HOSIERY

LINGERIE
Seamprufe

Dainty -Dot

TROUSERS

(Flannel, Glen Plaids, Gabardines, Checks, Covert)

(Exclusive)

Complete Line of Sport Coats and Jackets

Newmarket, N. H.
8-12

Admission 80c

N EC K W EAR
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By Richard W . Weissblatt
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T o Freshmen and other new stu
dents, this column will introduce Key
Signature, a semi-regular feature con
cerned with music. Key Signature will
review the major musical events of the
year and comment on any classical
recordings or books on music that
come across its path.
In recent months there have been a
great many ponderous tomes published
on music. W hile these works are of
definite value, they often make very
tedious reading. It was a great treat
this summer, to find a new book that
presents interesting information in a
most amusing and readable manner. I
am referring to Menagerie in F Sharp
by Mr. Heinsheimer. Mr. Heinsheimer was the head of a famous Vienna
publishing firm and came to America
in 1938, just one jump ahead of the
gestapo. He is now, I believe, the
head of a New Y ork publishing outfit.
Mr. Heinsheimer has long been the
friend of modern composers, and in
this book gives a lot of information
about some of the latest men in this
field.

Official Undergraduate Newspaper of the University of New Hampshire
Published weekly on Thursday throughout the school year by the students of the Univer
sity of New Hampshire.
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Upon reading Menageries in F
Sharp you will learn just how an opera
6C
99
is composed, published and performed.
Y ou will learn how Kurt W eil, the
In the past few years it has become increasingly evident that
composer of Street Scene, a smash hit
in New Y ork last season, got his start Communism is attempting to foster its doctrines not only upon Eu
in music. Y ou
will obtain an
insight
rope but the whole world. Lately, this has resulted in increased ten
into why music flourished to such a sion on the part of the American people and an earnest resolution to
high degree in Europe before the war.

Let’s Keep Our Ideals
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Rededication
Mayor Carroll E. Hall of Dover recently issued a proclamation
declaring the week from October 19 to October 25 as Dover Rededi
cation Week. W e are reprinting the proclamation in full:
W H E R E A S , the system of government which we en
joy as Americans is being tested by the historic events of
this critical period of world history; and
W H E R E A S , these times call for loyalty to American
traditions and in their enduring character; and
W H E R E A S , a national program of “ Rededication” to
American ideals and principles is being conducted by a non
partisan citizens’ movement known as the American Herit
age Foundation, sponsored by the Attorney General of the
United States and endorsed by the President of the United
States; and
W H E R E A S , said program was designed to create a
greater awareness of the unique blessings of the American
heritage and to raise the level of citizenship through more
active participation by individuals in the affairs of their
government; and
W H E R E A S , said program includes the tour of the
Freedom Train, carrying the most significant exhibit of
original American documents, and provides for “ Rededica
tion” programs by each community visited by the Freedom
T rain ;
N O W , T H E R E F O R E , I, Carroll E. Hall, Mayor of
Dover, do hereby proclaim a W E E K O F R E D E D IC A 
T IO N to American ideals and principles for the City of
Dover to begin October 19, and end on October 25, and to
be known as
D O V E R R E D E D IC A T IO N W E E K
and I do hereby urge all citizens and organizations in the
city of Dover to participate in the ceremonies and events
constituting D O V E R R E D E D IC A T IO N W E E K ; and
I do hereby extend to the Freedom Train the warmest
welcome of the City of Dover.
IN W IT N E S S W H E R E O F , I have hereunto set my
hand and caused the Seal of the City of Dover to be affixed,
this jtwenty-fifth day of September, nineteen hundred and
forty-seven.
— Carroll E. Hall, Mayor
W e bring this to your attention because it is an excellent idea
for each and every one of us, at one time or another, to think over
the various events of our history and to consider the freedoms and
liberties we have, and by what means they were obtained. The ob
vious conclusion is that the things which were fought for so bitter
ly must have been sacred to those who did the fighting.
Many of us are inclined to consider our heritage lightly and to
take it for granted. W e have so many rights and privileges that
we seldom think how rare they are in this world today. Let’s not
forget.

Mr. Heinsheimer then discusses the
music situation in America. He ex
presses his views as to why music
has languished here for so long, what
is being done to revitalize it, and what
you as an individual can do to help.
Finally, there are pages of fascinat
ing information on music in H olly 
wood. Y ou will find how music scores
are tailor-made
for pictures, why a
score can make or break a picture, and
why every note sung by your favorite
star is always
note perfect. For
a
wide variety of background informa
tion on music, I heartily recommend
Menagerie in F Sharp.
On the listening end, addicts of
Tschaikowsky will find much to rave
about in the Boston Sym phony’s new
version of his Fifth Symphony. As
the other recordings available are
either cut versions or poor in repro
duction, Koussevitsky’s brilliant new
waxing will probably becom e the def
initive one for the next few years.

To the Editor:
Should we not demand that students
expressing opinions
in our New
Hampshire exercise some restraint and
honest respect in refuting the opinions
of others?
Leave us not let what happens on
page three,
third column, happen
again. There must be aroused abroad
no question regarding the quality of
education offered at U N H .
Sincerely,
Joe Sullivan
SCM C A L E N D A R
O ctober 16 6 p.m. Dinner meeting of
Canterbury Club, 14 Ballard Street.
7 p.m. Sign up for Preparation for
Marriage course,
Student
Council
Room , Notch Hall.
October 18 4 p.m. Leave from Smith
Hall for Intercollegiate Conference,
Augusta, Maine.
O ctober 19
Community
speaker.

October 20 7 p.m. All Congregational
students meeting. Speaker, Dr. Fred
erick Bushmeyer, W ashington, D. C.
Trophy Room .
O ctober 22 7. p.m. H oly Communion
at Chapel.
6:30 p.m. Chapel Service.
7 p.m. Speaker, Professor Donald
Chapman, “ A Scientist and Crea
tion.” N H Hall, R oom 205.

THE COLLEGE SHOP
42 Main Street

Durham, N. H.

6:30 p.m. 100 Club at
House, Dean Medesy,

fight any efforts by Communistic-minded groups to propound their
theories. This is good. It is good in the sense that it shows Ameri
cans are at least becoming a little more concerned in regard to the
position of democracy in the rest of the w orld ; it is about time that
Americans removed the blinders and faced facts squarely. But this
very tendency may also be a bad one because of the fact that in the
fight against Communism we seem to be losing sight of the
ideals which we cherish as part of our heritage. In certain instances
we are employing the very methods advocated and enforced by those
totalitarian nations of which we have such an abhorrence.
W e have always been proud of our Four Freedoms and rightly
s o ; they should be safeguarded to the best of our ability. Included
in these four is the freedom of speech and thus it too should be
guarded with care. But is it to be used only to our advantage? That
is, are we to permit this freedom to be exercised only as long as it
agrees with our present way of thinking? If such be the case, this
would be ludicrous if it were not such a frightening thought. Many
will instantly arise and declare it not so. Perhaps it is not — at
present. But it does not appear too far oft. This is absolutely
against our Constitutional Bill of Rights. An individual still has
his right to say what he believes. W hen Voltaire made his famous
statement, “ I do not believe in what you say, but I will defend to
the death your right to say it,” he set. our course for us. If we are
to fight Communism or Fascism, let us not suppress those who may
attempt to spread it. Rather; let us speak our own minds and de
stroy, one by one, the points upheld by those foreign to our way of
thinking. The way to attack this issue properly is not by suppres
sion but by facing it squarely and besting it at every turn. That
way, doubts may be settled and the situation cleared.
Analagous to this above attitude is the stand we take on “ Red
baiting.” Due to the prevalent Red scare we are too apt to label
as a “ Commie” or “ Red” anyone who advocates a change in some
aspects of our government. A prime example of this can be found
in one of our own state newspapers. This paper blasted Henry
W allace as follow s: “ No cheap Nazi demagog, no cheap Italian
Fascist, ranting from a minor balcony in a provincial town in Italy,
no Huey Long at his worst, ever haranged audiences and fed them
so much plausible poison as did Henry W allace.” Yet, three days
later, there is another editorial from the same paper titled “ Blind
Policy.” In this editorial the newspaper abhors the condition that
“ industrialists in the U. S. are shaping their policy today on the
expectation that the nation is headed for a major depression. Instead
of turning their profits into expansion of their production machine
ry, these industrialists are hoarding them to create a backlog to tide
them over the lean period when the economic recession comes.”
T H IS P O L IC Y W A S T H E D U P L IC A T E O F T H A T A D V O 
C A TE D B Y W A L L A C E U N D E R HIS O W N D E F IN IT IO N OF
“ R E A C T IO N A R Y C A P IT A L IS M .”
Let’s stop going off half-cocked. If we are to fight Commu
nism, let’s use democratic methods to do so. If any situation seems
desirous of investigation, let us make sure of our facts before we
start blasting. Let us be properly prepared for this fight and use
calculated, cool blows where they’ll count and not come out of our
corner blindly, wildly swinging. That way, we’ll not only win this
fight, but will not sacrifice any of our.ideals in doing so.

HARDWARE HOUSE
6 Jenkins Court

Durham, N. H.
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Cat Scratchings
By Hal Adams ’49
W ell, the football team did it!
Maine went down in a game that had
all the thrills expected of it. I don’t
think any of you readers were disap
pointed in it judging from the many
favorable comments that were being
passed around Sunday and the bevy o f
bouquets received by a much-deserv
ing football team.
The .cry now is “ Beat Springfield,”
the only team to humble U N H last
season. I hope all of you fans that
can will take advantage of transporta
tion that is being arranged through the
News Bureau, T-H all, and make the
trip to Springfield next Saturday.
By the way, thanks for cheering
Saturday gang, it was much improved,
and let’s make it even better from here
on in.
Before I push my way into the
Cross-Country picture I should like
to comment on the unfortunate article
in Sunday’ s edition of the New Hamp
shire Sunday News regarding the
eligibility of one of our best fiotball
players, and one of our best liked stu
dents.
Jingo Press?
After thoroughly going over the sit
uation with Athletic Director Carl
Lundholm we feel that the News made
a mountain out of not even si much
as a mole hill.
This was merely a case of a student
not being satisfied with a mark, and
personally talking things over with his
instructor to get a better grade. This
is done every time marks come out, it
is not a new practice as many of you
well know.
Every student at this University has
the right to ask for a better mark, and
there are prescribed channels through
which any subsequent change of grade
must pass to be approved. The change
of grade under question went through
regular channels, and was handled on-

FOR SALE
K & E polyphase slide rule

Price $5.00

*

See Jack Knowlton
Sigma Beta

ly by those people immediately in
charge of such operations. There was
nothing irregular in it at all.
W e think it was a bad thing to hap
pen to a swell fellow, and so far as
known no student or student reporter
had any hand in the affair. Let’s hope
no such thing happens in the future.

The mastermind behind the W ildcat
eleven came here with a brilliant rec
ord as a coach and player. James
William Glassford, better known as
“ The Biffer,” started his playing days
as a fullback for the Lancaster, Ohio
Dunklee is Tops
N ow on to the Cross-country pic High School, and kept occupied dur
ture. Si Dunklee appears to be even ing the off-season by playing baseball
better than ever before as he led his and taking part in track.
mates and the visiting BU runners
When Biff went to Pittsburgh, just
over the tape in sensational time for as that school was becom ing the top
the distance. Coach Sweet’s main job team in the nation, Coach Jock Suth
appears to be in developing a good erland had seventeen fullbacks on the
backing from the rest of the squad.
freshman squad so many were con
If the boys have the ability, and we verted into linesmen. Biff found him
think many of them have, Coach self at the guard slot, blocking for
Sweet will mring it out. W e were such greats as Curly Stebbins, and
well pleased with the excellent show Marshall Goldberg and proceeded to
ing the W ildcat runners made after bowl over opponents at such a rate
such a short period of practice.
that by his senior year he was se
Some of the veterans that are lected captain of the team that played
groom ing themselves daily for the in the Rose Bowl on New Year’s Day
grueling schedule the W ildcats face in 1937.
this season are Russell Chase, Carter
Almost every selection for All
Gibbs, Vernon Hall, Robert Paulson,
America that year included Glassford
Richard Sweet, Rodney W ebb and
at guard and many authorities went
Ralph Wells.
on record saying that Biff was one of
W ith any breaks we feel the U N H
the all time greats of modern football.
Cross-country team is heading for a
Came from Yale
good season this fall. Next Saturday
the W ildcats travel to Providence,
Following
graduation,
Biff
was
R. I. where they will meet the Brown named line coach at Manhattan Col
University team. Let’s wish the team lege under Herb K opf and later at
all success!
Carnegie Tech. His next move was

Frosh vs. Brewster
Before we leave for this time we
want to remind you of the Freshman
football team’s first game this coming
i Saturday here at Durham against the
championship Brewster Academ y elev
en.
Last year the Brewster eleven
humbled the U N H J.V.’s, but we feel
better things are in store this week.
The freshman squad has been looking
very good the past week, and we feel
Saturday’s clash will provide some
I some good football and plenty of
|thrills. W e urge all of you to turn out
j for the game and support what should
be another winning U N H
athletic
Jteam under the able coaching of Pep
per Martin.

B-15
JACKETS
/
*

/

Mountain cloth outer shell
Large Mouton fur collar
Completely alpaca lined
Knit cuffs and bottom
4 snap pockets plus pencil pocket on sleeve
W ater repellent
Sizes 34 to 46
$16.95

Mountain Bag

2 bags in one

Single bag
Eiderdown filled
Mummy shaped

A
A7afpr.n
nif r^rrviticr
VV
cLier-pirn
UU
Get1 iy
caoc

Reconditioned

1

Hunting Shirts
$2.79 AND UP

Turtle Neck
100% wool
38-42-44

$4.77

Reconditioned
Sizes 14 to 16

$2.49
Sport Shirts
Plaids and Checks

$3.88 AND u p

Shaker Knit Sweaters
Heavy W eight 100% w ool
Crew Neck
Navy blue
Sizes 36 to 42
W orth

$7.95

only

$6.47

N E S B l ! T T ’S
Formerly Mickey Finn
Opposite City Hall

i

A
LAU N D R Y

CASE

$2.25

T H E WILDCAT-Campus Soda Shop |

W hen Biff took over here in the
spring of 1946, the football picture was
pretty much in the air. The veterans
of the 1942 squad made a good nucleus
to work from, but many of them had
been away from the gridiron for some
time. Also many of the new fresh
man had been away from football and
had no varsity experience. The way
Coach Glassford welded the various
factions and groups into one of the
top college elevens is history.

BELL
SYSTEM

#
£Mted

I h e lp m a k e
y o u r te le p h o n e
service th e
w o rld ’s b e s t"

M AYO R ALTY

O.D. Wool Pants

Sizes 29 to 34

Navy Sweaters

NEED

(continued from page 1)

O.D. Wool Pants

$2.98

YOU

The University officials were for
tunate in securing such an able coach
to guide the football destinies in this
period which will be referred to later
on as the peak years of football at
UNH.

$15.95

$30.75

Aw ay
Hom e
Si Dunklee paced the harriers over
Away
Hom e the Varsity course last Saturday to
Away turn a blistering 23:47.5 time of which
left the rest of the pack straggling far
Freshman Football
18 Brewster
Hom e behind. However, the rest of the
Oct.
Home squad were not quite up to it and lost
Oct. 24 Bridgton
1 Exeter
Away by the score of 28 to 29. The B.U.
Nov.
Terriers finished their ace, Ted W ood
Cross Country
and Lafontaine before Chase pounded
18 Brown
Aw ay
Oct.
across the finish.
Next . came the
Oct. 25 Maine and
Billingham brothers of B.U. followed
Northeastern
Hom e
by five of Coach Paul Sweet’s men:
Oct.
1 M IT
Home
Paulson, Johnson, Nordholm, Barnard
Away
Nov. 10 N .E .I.C .A ;A .A .
and Gibbs wifh Kangas, the last B.U.
Away
Nov. 17 I.C .A .A .A .A .
man to score, trailing.
Each team was scored according to
Junior Greeters Journey
the order of finish of the first five men.
To N. Y. Hotel Show Nov. 9 Thus U N H got 1, 4, 7, 8, and 9 for a
total of 29. W hile the Bostonians
A t the second Junior Greeters meet clicked for 2, 3, 5, 6, and 12 to total
ing on October 13, a group of Hotel 28; and the team scoring the smallest
Administration majors was organized number of points is the winner.
to attend the New Y ork Hotel Show
President Joe Cote led a discussion
on November 9. They will take part
in the actual presentation of programs on a future dance to be sponsored by
at this annual event, as well as making the Greeters. Cider and donuts were
inspection trips through many leading served by Jerry Phaneuf and Irving
Atwood, club stewards.
New Y ork hotels.

He is a rabbid football fan and even
in the hottest day of summer is busy
with football. He studies pictures of
games with the exactness of a Su
preme Court justice checking a brief.
Biff has passed this exactness on to
his men and the results can be seen as
the outsanding quality of his teams.
In spite of his scientific approach, Biff
does not look upon a football team as
a machine and has not the tyrannical
outlook of most coaches who are in
terested in precise football.

Mountain cloth outer shell
Alpaca lined
Zipper and button front-draw string bottom
W ater repellent
Sizes 34 to 46
$11.95
i

Artie Sleeping Bag

to Yale, where he worked under
H owie Odell who had been at Pitt
when Biff was a freshman. During the
war, Biff was at the famous North
Carolina Pre-Flight school where he
was line coach. From there he was
transferred to the Naval Air Base at
Miami, where he took over bis first
team as head coach. After he was
released from service, Biff returned to
Yale, but left shortly to assume his
duties as head coach here.

Dunklee Wins Again
But Harriers Lose

Rabbid Fan

N -l N A V Y JACKET

Eiderdown and chicken feathers

UNH Mastermind
Was All-American
Guard at Rose Bowl

R E M A IN D E R OF
F A L L SC H E D U LE
Varsity Football
18 Springfield
Oct.
25 Vermont
Oct.
Nov.
1 Northeastern
8 Tufts
Nov.
Nov. 15 Connecticut

Tel. 2066-W, Dover, N. H.

V oting will take place under “ T ”
Hall arch in the polling booths on Fri
day, at which time all campaigning
must cease and University students
may retreat to the confines of their
caves to prepare themselves for the
hilarious happenings which are bound
to be in full swing on Saturday after
noon, when the Mayor will reign with
his antics during half-time of the Verm ont-U N H grid battle.
Candidates must submit a list of all
proposed campaign rallies and personal
appearances to the Blue K ey Society
before Monday evening.
It is the
hope of the Blue Key that the mayor
alty campaigns'' will be carried out on
more of a “ political burlesque” than in
previous years, as the sponsors are
confident that U N H students would
welcome ’an opportunity to
mimic
other elections.
Fortune knocks once at ’ east at ev
ery man’s, gate.

"A bout 50 years before you were born— back in 1877— I
started making telephone equipment for the nation.
"A s the manufacturing and supply member of the Bell
Telephone team, I’ve always had a lot to do with making
your service the world’s best— at the lowest possible cost.
"T h e close teamwork made possible by my being a part
of the Bell System was never more important than today—
in helping to meet record demands for telephone service.

Western Electric
"M y name is Western Electric.”

A UNIT OF THE BELL

SYSTEM SINCE ltf82

P A G E F IV E
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By Ralph C. O’Connor

All the early season releases concerning the strength of the
W ildcats have been emphasizing the power and speed of the present
line, but last Saturday the “ Biffer” pulled a backfield out of the hat
that put an end to the wailing about the number of last year’s back
field that left school.
The main cog in the various combinations that saw action was
Bruce Mather. His field -generalship, passing acuracy, and mastery
of the slight-of-hand destine him to be one of T H E greats of this
post war era. Incidently, athletic prowess is not new to the Mather
family because Bruce’s dad was yarned last year as one of the ten
all-time stars of Medford, Mass., which has turned out some stellar
performers over the years. If any of the home town folks saw Sat
urday’s fracus, they will want to put Bruce up for the eleventh man.
Last year’s sensational running star seems to have taken on a
new role, that of hitting the line whenever a couple of yards are
needed in a hurry. He has figured prominently in the scoring, aver
aging one T.D. per game.
Pete Janetos has continued to play the same steady game that
he has shown before ap4 being relieved of the job of signal calling
has given more drive to his running. Gus DiRubio, the almost
aging speedster from Beverly, Mass. kept the passing average of
Messers Parady and W ing from becoming a factor in the scoring
with his alertness defensively.
Jim Pritchard. Biff’s latest discovery, looked very good on a
couple of those wide sweeps and will be heard from before this sea
TEE /£>A& S EA SO A / VAAS
son is written onto the books. Art Rafferty seemed to have found
CL/AXAXEE /S T 7EE /DEEEAT
himself after a shaky start, and Fred Comings, a new name on the
WEICE WAS EAAJDEO OUT 70 S7720AJG7Y
EAYOEED & 0G 70A J UAJ/YEES/TY.
roster, added to the fourth period thrills with a sensational bit of
VB72A / N A L L ®
running. Mickey Gage looks like Bronc Nagurski of Bears fame
when he bulls through the line with an assortment of would-be
W ILDCATS W IN
(continued from page 1)
tacklers trailing, just for the ride.
was knocking at the door for another
Bill Levandowski, Mather’s understudy, isn’t the finished quar
score but time ran out.
terback that the latter is, but has plenty of time to develop and has
Mikzenas Shines
the necessary drive and athletic ability to turn into an able signal
This Saturday Biff Glassford’s V ar
U N H reserves and the powerful
sity Football Team faces the last real line, especially Swekla and Rainey,
caller.

Springfield Fourth
New Hampshire Foe

*

*

*

*

Our old friend, A. Richard Morcom has set another record
by vaulting 13 feet 9 inches over the turf of Argentina in a meet
against some of the top South Americans.
Ever since the Fall of 1940, Boo has represented U N H in track
meets all over this country, in Japan ,and Manila, throughout cen
tral Europe, and now in the ^Yrgentine.

TYPING
Copy picked up and delivered

Fall Track Called
Fall track candidates are asked to
report to Coach Paul Sweet imme
diately.

Although this is not a rec

ognized University sport and partici
All work confidential
Mary E. Fogarty
22 K

pants do not receive letters, it is an
excellent chance for men to learn the
fundamentals of the indoor field events

St., Hampton Beach

Tel. Ham pton 2192

as well as practicing dashes and short
runs in preparation for

the coming

test of the season when they encounter
a very strong Springfield aggregation
at the latter’s home field. It was just
a year ago that this same team ruined
a perfect campaign for the W ildcats
by winning 14-6 on H om ecom ing Day
here in Durham.
Springfield proved their power by
soundly trouncing Norwich last week
end 42-0 with such backs as Keith
King, Cliff Hallas, Bill Friberg, Fern
Tetreau, Fred Booth and Ed Tooner
—- all of whom scored touchdowns
last week.
The M aroons so badly
outclassed the Cadets from Verm ont
that the game had to be shortened in
time.
However, the experts predict an
other victory for U N H on the strength
of the Maine score last weekend; but
one never can tell deep fn enemy ter
ritory.

season.

W t 2A NCTES

GRANITE STATE LAU ND R Y
5 East Street

CASH
W eekdays 7-5
4_n---

Dover, N. H.
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CARRY

15%

DISCOUNT
Saturdays 7::30-12
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Soldati’s
jiestaurant
ITALIAN-AMERICAN FOOD

DURHAM, N. H.

,RT. 108

NEW M ARKET ROAD

Commencing Monday, October 20,
I the W R A will offer a variety of sports
programs at New Hampshire Hall.
j First on the docket will be a Sports
j Rec consisting of ping-pong, badmin
ton, volleyball, cards and shuffleboard.
On Tuesdays at about the same time
of day Miss Dunnings
will
teach
dancing to those inexperienced in the
art. Next on the schedule will be the
Thursday square dances under Miss
Priscilla Rabethge. Questions on the
program will be answered by Miss
Connie Garbutt at Alpha Chi. These
activities are open to everybody, and
will all take place between 7 :00 and
8:00 p.m.
Interhouse
These activities will center around
Ping Pong and Touch Football. Each
house should send a representative to
a meeting in N H Hall, October 20 at
7:00 p.m.
The touch football prac
tice schedule: O ctober 16, Smith; 17,
Phi Mu; 20, Kappa Delta and Alpha
X i Delta; 21, Scott; 22, Pi Lambda
Sigma, Grant and Brook; 23, Alpha
Chi; 24, Chi Omega and Schofield.
Interclass
This fall H ockey will take place
under Janet Tinker and Tennis under
Elly Pierce. Overall supervision will
be by Ray Martin. The program will

were superb as usual. . . It seems as
if Mather could not miss with some
of those circus catches of Mikzenas
and Comings in the final quarter. The
band put on an exceptionally fine show
in between halves, and,
oh *tho-se
cheerleaders! . . . U N H fans roasted
in the sun and a lot of them were in
shirtsleeves. . . This week the Glassfordmen face another tough obstacle
— Springfield. . . From all indica
tions the game will be very tough,
and if the team gets by it the prospects
for a perfect season are all the bright
er. (H ow ever, remember last year?)
New Hampshire (2 8 )— Mikzenas, le;
Lane, It; Gilman, lg; Rainey, c;
Swekla, rg; Pieciorak, rt; Seawards,
re; Mather, qb; Janetos, lhb; DiRubio,
rhb; Ragonese, fb.
Maine (7 )— Adams, re; Oddi, rt; Zollo, rg; Gordon, c; Barron, lg; Marsanskis, It; Emerson, le;
Parady, q b ;
Dombkowski, rhb; Card, lhb; Sproul,
fb.
Substitutes for U N H : Neston, Begin,
le; Tupper, Crowthers, It; Noel, lg;
Ross, c; Benoit, Manuel, rg; Pesalis,
rt; Kachavos, Gamble, Schoonmaker,
re; Lavendowski, qb; Rafferty, Hunt
ress, lhb; Pritchard, Comings, rhb;
Gage, fb.
Substitutes for Maine: W ing, re; Ben
son, Schmidlin, rt; Murdock, rg; M cBrady, M cDerm ott, c; Reilly, lg; Ben
son, Salsbury, It; Cates, Tamm, le;
Clark, qb; W hite, Emery, rhb; Coulomibe, Loranger, lhb; M acPherson,
fb.
Score by Periods:
UNH
0 14 2 12— 28
Maine
0 7
0 0— 7
T ouchdow ns (N H ) :Ragonese, 2, Dey,
Gage; (M ain e): Dombkowski. Extra
points, ( N H ) : Kachavos (2), (M ain e):
Dom bkowski (1). Safety: Marsanskis
(tackled by M ikzenas). Referee: R o b 
erts; Um pire; H aughey; Linesman:
W iper; Field Judge: Crehan. Yards
gained rushing: U N H 198; Maine 15.
First D ow ns: U N H 16; Maine 3.
also start O ctober 20 with the schedule
posted on the bulletin board at N H
Hall.
Sharon Stepanian
of
South
Congreve will answer questions not
appearing in future editions of The
New Hampshire.

THE SHELL STATION
Robinson-Rudd Oil Service

“ Bill” Robinson ’37

A high geared Frosh eleven with
scrimmages against the U N H varsity
under their belts are set to face Brew
ster Academ y come Saturday.
The squad has size, speed, experi
ence, and spirit that will be tough to
beat.
The loss, through inelligibility, of
big Bill Haubrich, an All New Ham p
shire tackle in 1945, and Bill Spain,
who broke his leg in a practice ses
sion, will be felt, but Coach Martin
has plenty of confidence in his squad.
His tentative lineup has L eo Fraser at
left end, Roger Beal or Bob Carmetti
at left tackle, Stan Karpinski or Lou
Silverman at left guard, Bob Taylor
at center, Bob
Seneshek' at right
guard, Carroll Cheslauski at right
tackle and Jerry Fleit or Bob Logan
at right end. In the backfield, T om m y
Gorman will run the team from his
quarter back post, D ick Leary will be
at left half, Bob R ecord or Vince Carmello at right half and Ed Fraser at
full.

A

PLATTER

CHATTER
The crack piano team of W hittem ore
and Low e is well represented in our
V ictor record stock.
N ow available
are their two albums as well as singles.
Included in the “ D oubling On The
Ivories” set are such favorites as “ Be
gin The Beguine,” and “ Night and
Day.” The “ T w o Grand” album con
tains a wide variety of show and stand
ard tunes; “ In The Still O f The
Night,” and “ Falling In Love W ith
L ove” are but two. Both sets contain
four V ictor black label records. The
perfect teamwork of W hittem ore and
Low e is at its best on wax.
Pop choices of the week: “ Peg of
M y Heart,” Buddy Clark; “ That’s M y
Desire,” W ood y Herman; “ I W ish I
Didn’t Love Y ou So,” Dinah Shore;
and, “ Lady From 29 Palms, T on y
Pastor.
“ R ed” Ingle, of “ Tim -tay-shun”
fame, has follow ed up with a coupling
as great as his first contribution to
Americana. “ Song of Indians” taken
bodily from “ Song of India” features
a Stafford-like girl vocalist. The re
verse, “ a jovial piece for social gath
erings,” is entitled “ Them Durn Fool
Things” with a M arjorie Main vocal.
This record just for laughs.
Out of curiosity we tried ten rec
ords by V ic Damone. They went like
Pritchard!
Nineteen-year-old Vic is
destined for the top, and after hearing
you know why. T ry this “ Iv y ” and “ I
Have But One Heart.”
M ercury records are the latest addi
tion.
The new classification system has
been established. W e now have, for
the first time, a complete “ finger-tip”
inventory of every record in the Shop.
It’s infallible!
H ot Jazz Dept. N ew s: The Lennie
Tristano Trio has the jazz world rav
ing about its first album for Keynote.
Hailed as a “ new genius” Tristano has
broken-trail for a new field of modern
music with his unique chordal inven
tions and intricate rhythm designs all
tied together by his superb piano tech
nique. It is unlike anything you have
heard before, and sure-fire for “ kicks.”
Outstanding sides are: “ I Can’t Get
Started,” “ I Surrender Dear,”
and
“ Out On A Lim b.”

BRAD
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ROBERT P. ALIE
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Doctor of Optometry
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“Bill” Rudd ’42

M CINTIRE
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Proprietors

Five minutes from campus

Freshmen Prepared
For Brewster Battle

»

Hours
1:30-5
and by
Appointment
Closed W ed.

9-12

450

1

Central Ave.

D over,

N .H .

Over Liggett’s Drug M
Tel. 2062

if
^

.
.
§
Eyes examined, prescriptions jjgj!
filled and prompt service on repairs of all types.
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Twirlers, Musicians
Wanted Now in NH
Band and Orchestra

Poetry Association Gives
Dates for Publications

The National Poetry Association
announces November 5th as the clos
ing date for the acceptance of manu
scripts for the Annual A nthology of
College Poetry. There are no charges
The University Band announces that
for publication of verses. Each poem
there are openings for twirlers of the
sheet and must
baton. T he present twirlers are a ll, must be on a separate
.
seniors, and new ones will be needed ^
the. foUowmg statement: T h e
verse entitled
my
for next year. A ll those interested
own personal effort.”
should contact Mr. George E. R ey
Each entry must bear the author’s
nolds, the band director, in R oom 201,
name, home address, and college at
Ballard Hall, as soon as possible, so
tended. Address poetry to National
that an audition can be arranged.
Poetry Association, 3210 Selby A ve
All positions in the band are filled
for this semester with the following nue, Los Angeles 34, California.

exceptions: one flute and one alto
clarinet. Instruments are available to
the persons who can handle these
openings. The alto clarinet is fingered
in the same way as is the B flat clari
net.
There are also a few positions in the
University Symphony Orchestra. This
group is already well-filled, and the
vacancies are for strings only. Any
person who plays any string instru
ment, and is interested in playing in
the orchestra is urged to contact Mr.
Reynolds or Miss Margaret Olson in
Ballard Hall as soon as possible. The
orchestra will broadcast twice this
year over the Yankee Network.

BC Dramatics Prof to
Address Newman Club
Rev. John L. Bonn, S.J., professor
o f dramatics at Boston College, re
turns to speak to the Newman Club
members at their second meeting, to
night at 7 o ’clock in Murkland Audi
torium.
Father Bonn is the author of “ Joyful
Mystery,” a play which he wrote while
a chaplain in the armed forces. The
play was presented by the Boston Col
lege Summer Theatre Group in Au>
gust under his direction.

Former President of UNH
Dies at Penn State College

Action Taken On
Student Suggestions

W ill all students who have changed
their campus or home address since
they registered last spring or this fall,
or did not know what their address
By Barbara Grinnell
would be when they registered, please
The “ good old days” that were’nt so sign by Johnny’s) officially opened. check with Mrs. Nute in the R ecord
good are over. Gone is the pitiful The College Diner is just that, a diner. er’s office. W e need this information
tightening of belts. Gone are the It has the characteristic long counter for our records and for the Directory.
bread lines.
Gone are the unavoid and stools, serves both meals and
Doris Beane
able periods of fasting. In fact, the lunches and has that undefinable air of
University Recorder
emaciated, hunger-faint student has a diner.
vanished from the campus. The rea
Has war been declared between the
son is obvious. Durham has grown “ Cat” and D on ’s Snack Bar? If not,
considerably since last spring. W herev what is the barbed wire fence doing
er the student goes he is in danger of between the two? Ask D on ’s brothereither falling into or over a new eat in-law and he’ll tell you its doing a
ing place,
darn good job of ripping his pants.
Luring the gourmet from the evil W e ’ve even heard rumors that he’s
•
=
road to Dover is Soldati’s. Although suing “ D ick” for a pair of same. D on ’t
Flowers for all occasions ||
located in a place that might draw a let the barbed wire discourage you,
Corsages a specialty
lot of tourist trade, Soldati’s caters to however. If you follow the neon ar
the students. It is open from 8:00 row you ’re perfectly safe, and in for
Phone 158
fjj
a.m. to 2:00 a.m. Regular meals are some good food at one o f the newest,
10
Third
St.
Dover,
N.
H.
I
served from 11:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m. friendliest “ chow houses.”
The price for a very good
meal
T w o Kit Shoppe cars tour the cam
ranges from 55c for spaghetti and pus nightly furnishing food and drinks
meat balls to $1.75 for a steak dinner. at the dormitory, fraternity, and so
If you resist the temptation to turn rority doors. They make a nice break
Cleaning
down Newmarket Road for your re in an evening o f study.

Meader’s
Flower Shop |

During the spring semester of last
year, several suggestions were turned
in to the Student Council. These were
referred Ito the Administration for con
sideration and action. The action
taken has recently been announced by
the Dean of Men, and is reported here,
freshment and continue on your way
with the suggestions.
1. Eliminate the inefficiency at the toward Dover, you will no doubt call
Bookstore at the beginning of each se a halt at the Kitshoppe. It is located
mester. A new plan has been devised next to the Gulf Station and will be
for the veterans’ use this fall, with the remembered by the upper-classmen as
expectation that it will speed up the the Snack Shack. Far from being a
service. Mr. Dayton Henson, an alum “ shack” it is now the “ Choosey’s
nus, has been appointed Assistant Choice,” complete with flourescent
Manager, bringing with him several lights and juke box, but the food is
years of experience acquired at Syra just as good, with fried clams and
steaks added to the menu. The doors
cuse University.
open at 5:00 p.m. and close at 1:00 a.m.
2. To repair the parking lot at the
On October 11 new downtown com 
rear of New Hampshire HalL This
lot and others have been resurfaced, petition started. The College Diner,
next to the First National, and D on ’s
marked and posted.
3. To allow the substitution of Snack Bar (you can’t miss the neon
equally priced fares at the University
Dining Hall, and (4) to allow two
breakfast punches to equal one dinner
or supper punch. The Dining Hall
Committee at a meeting this summer,
answered these suggestions as follow s:

The Dining Hall has the responsi
bility of serving students meals that
Dr. Ralph D orn Hetzel, president
are nutritionally adequate. Substitu
of Pennsylvania State College and
tion of one part of a meal usually re
former president of U N H , died on
sults in an unbalanced meal. M oreAll classes at Penn State
were^suspended M o n 'd a y 'fo r‘''the‘ ''fu -1 °ver, the meal is planned to meet the
neral. Flags were flown at half m a s t |costs, whteh are not always mdicated
by selling prices.
If
substitutions
over the campus and at extension cen
were permitted, the line would slow
ters to mourn the passing of the sixtyup and complicate the cashier’s job.
four-year-old educator who had been
The Committee feels that students
Penn State's president for m o ^ than
should eat breakfasts to maintain
twenty-six years.
good health. T o allow them to substi
* tute two breakfasts for one meal en
I C O N C A N N O N & SCRIPTURE | courages students to eat only two
S T A T IO N E R S
meals per day. For those who do not
] Daniels St.
Portsmouth j wish to eat three meals a day, there is
Complete line o f greeting cards | another type of ticket which allows
them to buy what they can when they
j
Office Supplies
want it.

I

Andrea J. LaRochelle
Jeweler
Formerly E. R. M ;C lintock
Watchmaking, Engraving, and Jewelry Repairing
Dover, N. H.
Rochester, N. H.

The place which has perhaps best
filled the needs of the student body is
Durham Notch Hall, sometimes re
ferred to as Sackett’s Salon, or was it
“ saloon?”
(D o n ’t let that last term
give you false hopes.) The Notch has
everything from coffee to milkshades,
from ping-pong to pinochle. T w o fire
places are surrounded with leather
chairs, the juke box plays for a nickel
and the latest newspapers and maga
zines can be found in a comfortable
reading room.
But all this descrip
tion is unnecessary. Ninety-nine per
cent of the student body are already
using the “ Notch,” all at once, it
seems.

Daggett Addresses
Mask and Dagger

The Choosey’s Choice

if you want a

ROOM

i

see A1 Marcus
203 Hetzel

I
I*

mi
I

I
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COLLEGE- DINER

Professor G. H. Daggett of the Eng
lish Department gave an informal talk
before the assembled members of the
double cast working on the Mask and
Dagger production of “ The Barretts
of W im pole Street,” shortly to be seen
on campus.

Tom Polumbo and Lee MacKay
Meal Tickets, Available
$5.50 for $5.00
Durham, N. H.

Main Street

His talk, dealing generally with V ic
torian England and the age of exag
gerated chivalry, manners, and dress,
centered specifically on the lives of
the two famous protagonists of Ru
dolph Besier’s drama, Robert Brow n
ing and Elizabeth Barrett.

Arrow Shortsl
,.. make your sitting-

Robert’s curious mode of self-educa
tion — he read widely in his father’ s
library — and Elizabeth’s poetry, writ
ten for the most part after she became
an invalid, were but two of the more
salient features in their lives; both
contrasted and underscored each other;
Robert, the pampered only child, and
Elizabeth) the oldest daughter in a
large brood ruled tyrranically by a
severe father, make an odd pair in
deed.

room comfortable

$1

There’s not

N O T IC E
There will be a meeting of the Can
terbury Club on Thursday, N ovem 
ber 16, at 6:30 p.m. in the rectory, 14
Ballard Street. Dr. John G. Rideout
will discuss the late Archbishop T em 
ple’s book “ Christianity and the So
cial Order. Refreshments will be
served.

a

squirm

in a

to

$ 1 .5 0

carload

of Arrow shorts with the patented
seamless

crotch that can’t bind,

can’t chafe.
Arrow gives you four different models to choose from
— elastic side, adjustable tie-side, elastic all around
and French back— in white or stripes.

I

I

Alterations

Open from 7 a.m. to 1 a.m.

Dr. Daggett also held a question
period which touched on such sub
I jects as the direction of Robert’s love
— whether for Elizabeth or for Eliza
beth’s poetry — and concluded with
I* the statement that the play, intelligent
and post-Freudian as it is, presents a
i challenge of the highest sort to the
members of the casts and to the direc
4
f
V tor, D on Batcheller.

I

Repairing

By Hal Orel

&

COMMUTERS

Pressing

THE BEST COFFEE IN TOWN! !

Y et the era which demanded delicate
hand-kissing ( “ Something that has
gone out of the world,” Dr. Daggett
commented w ryly)
and chaperoned
love-making could not help but be
shocked by the elopement of the
couple. In going to Italy, both R ob 
ert and Elizabeth ,gambled for happi
ness and surrendered security of the
known and ever-present sort; but their
gamble was precisely of the sort most
liable to appeal to the imaginations
of ap essentially romantic generation,
despite the preliminary necessity of
pretending shock.

KITSHOPPE

N O TIC E

Eating Becomes Campus Fad!
Expect Many to Survive Winter

See your Arrow dealer for Arrow shorts. Every pair
is Sanforized-Iabeled (can’t shrink more than 1 % ) ,
and comes with grippers or buttons. $1 to $1.50.

ARRO W SHIRTS and TIES

»>

»»

UNDERWEAR

•

HANDKERCHIEFS

•

SPORT S SHI RTS

SOLD A T

THE
Durham

COLLEGE

SHOP
New Hampshire

T H E N E W H A M P S H IR E , O C T O B E R

On to Springfield!
| Now Open . . .

|

D O N ’S

New

I SN ACK BAR
“The Best For The Best”
1

Main Street

Open 10 a.m. to 1 a.m.

Durham, N.H.

TYPEW RITERS
Royal Deluxe Portables
Now for Sale
A lso used typewriters and standards
Full line o f typewriter supplies

4b,
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Student Dietitian Exam for
Homecoming Success Public
Service Announced Wanna Be a Prof?
Join the Circus!
On UNH Campus
H om ecom ing weekend started early
Saturday morning as all the dormi
tories, sororities, and fraternities hung
out their welcomes to the alumni in
various and ingenious forms. A t ele
ven o ’clock the judges inspected the
displays and chose the winners for the
afternoon presentation of prizes.
Many of th'e frats and dorms held
open house. This was particularly ap
preciated by the alumni as it gave them
not only a chance to get re-acquainted
with their old homes but also an op
portunity to know its present occu
pants.
Between the halves of the MaineNew Hampshire game, the class of
1951 was presented the flag they won
on University Day, and the winners
of the decorations contest were an
nounced. They were as follow s: The
girls’ dormitory, Congreve South, had
a large football-playing wildcat with a
self-assured expression on their front
lawn; Hunter Hall displayed a wild
cat’s head holding a bear in its teeth;
Chi Omega, the winning sorority, pre
sented a defeated bear, a triumphant

The Civil Service Commission has
announced a revision of the require
ments for Student Dietitian appoint
ments in Veterans Administration,
W ar Department and U. S. Public
Health Service hospitals. The changes
include the elimination of the written
test, changes in age limits, and minor
changes in the educational require
ments for training in the W ar D e
partment. Full information regarding
the examination is available a,t the
Placement Office and in the Depart
ment of H om e Econom ics. Applica
tion forms may be secured at most
post offices, from the commission’s re
gional offices, or direct from the U. S.
Civil Service Commission, W ashing
ton 25, D. C. Applications will be
accepted until further notice.

wildcat, and the appropriate sign,
“ Leave the Bear Behind;” Theta Chi,
the victorious fraternity, fed the bear
poison and buried him in their front
yard.
In

the

evening

a

H om ecom ing

Dance was presented by the Student
Council.

Our specialty is typewriter overhauling

For further information

The College Pharmacy Inc.

Call A1 Hass - Durham 63-M

Now under new Management
Bob True ’36, Prop.

Haas-Forbes

Typewriter Exchange

9 Spring Street, Exeter, N. H.

School Supplies

Photographic Supplies
Films Developed — 24-hour service

Tel. Exeter 148
Watch Repairing on the Premises
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By Duane A. Hatch
The professor of today must be
more o f a showman than a teacher.
In order to command the attention of
his class the pedagogue must prac
tically constitute a three-ring circus.
If he presents his lectures in a clear,
interesting, matter-of-fact, he is al
most completely ingnored. H e must
stamp on the floor, rave like a mad
man, turn cartwheels to command the
lagging attention o f his bored, unre
sponsive audience. The student must
be literally humored into receiving
knowledge.
A t the P.U. School for training
prospective professors, there are com 
petent instructors, especially qualified
to teach the gentle %jrt of gymnastics.
They excel in the art of hog-calling to
develop the voice, a course in judo to
ward off attacks of enthusiastic female
students, and high trapeze artistry to
develop showmanship qualities.
One of these professors was only
recently taken into military custody
for brutally slaying three co-eds be
cause they failed to keep up with their
Slobbovian
language
requirements.
The bodie's, horribly mutilated, were
found in the professor’s wine cellar.
H e refused to make a statement, so
was released for insufficient evidence.
Because of this campus outrage, the
local H onorary Society for Cleaning
Up the W hite Cliffs of D over have
pledged to shoot all professors on sight.
The thing will probably become as
difficult to handle as getting out of
Murkland Hall after a class.
569,000,000,000,000,099.4 students are
expected to attend the P.U. School
next year. Huge, blustering, brawny
H ugo “ M uscles” M cju g g is to be the
m ajor part of the .4 to attend.

What Do You Think

fou probably know a number of men in your
class who were pilots in the wartime Air Force.
They are the best advertisements for the Aviation
Cadet program. Talk with them about it.
Chances are, they’ll tell you their service as
pilots was one of the most interesting and exciting
phases of their lives. Fast action, comradeship,
and the chance to serve their country paid them
dividends they don’t forget . . . added something
to their stature and poise that they couldn’t have
gotten anywhere else.
Cadet life today is no different. As a potential
pilot in the new U. S. Air Force, you serve at a time
of equal importance to the nation. Freedom,
responsibility, the chance to use your own initiative
are all yours.
The training you get is the finest your govern
ment can provide — $35,000 worth for every Cadet.

H enry W allace’s speech has been
widely discussed; here is a cross-sec
tion of student opinion. The catch is
that those having strongly negative
attitudes toward W allace often refuse
to be quoted.
William Mahoney, Manchester, ’50:
A n elocutionist, nothing more! .
Pete Janetos, D over, ’48: Mr. W allace
showed interesting insight into pres
ent-day conditions, and would be a
welcom e addition to any university
faculty. H e would also make a good
Shakespearean actor. . . . Carol Kurtz,
New Y ork City, ’50: As one of the few
men in public life who has the courage
to state his convictions, W allace did
not hesitate to condemn U. S. acts of
imperialism in Europe. I believe that
his crusade proves a sincere interest in
the people of the world. . . . Reuben
Cole, Lebanon, ’49: Basically sound
ideas, but a bit too idealistic; proposed
reforms would need close supervision
in order to insure safety of our civil
liberties. . . . Barbara Scott, Atkinson,
’50: W orthwhile listening whether we
agree or not! . . . . Arthur Dion, ’50:
His refreshing frankness, and lack of
restraint and chauvinism, despite how •
the press might construe his state
ments, impressed me, as did his policy
of defining words and phrases. . . .
Wallace Crane, Penn., Grad. Fellow 
ship: Mr. .W. is far more conservative
than we thought. . . . Sally Snyder,
Bucksport, Me., ’48: John Gunther re
cently named W allace “ one of the
sixty-four who run Am erica.” W heth
er or not we agree with his views, we
should appreciate the opportunity of
hearing one of our forem ost citizens
speak on public affairs. . . . Corinne
Gagne, Franklin, ’49: Fine ideas care
fully thought out, but no suggestions
of methods for carrying out his plans;
he seems to be a dreamer. . . . Audrey
Parker, Manchester, ’50: Mr. W allace
cleared up many popular m isconcep
tions concerning his own view points.. .

You’re taught by skilled instructors, fly the best
airplanes. Your living facilities are excellent.
Learning to fly today opens profitable fields to
you in aviation — which is expanding more rapidly
than at any other time in history.
Pilot training is open, now, to single men, 20 to
2 6Y2 years old, who have completed at least onehalf the credits for a degree from an accredited
college or university — or pass an equivalent ex
amination. Cadets completing the course will be
commissioned Second Lieutenants, ORC, and as
signed to active duty as pilots with the Air Force.
During their tours of duty they will be given a
chance to qualify for Regular Air Force Commis
sions. This is your opportunity! Look into it today
at your nearest U. S. Army and Air Force Recruit
ing Station.

F IN E FU R N ITUR E
FOR OYER 50 Y EAR S
Serving Dover and Durham

E. MORRILL
Furniture Co.
421 Central Ave.
T e l. 70

U. S. ARMY AND AIR FORCE RECRUITING SERVICE
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Greek ttlorld
By Bob Crory and Joan Phenix
Before plunging into the frivolity of
this column, we feel we should clear
up a few controversial issues.
Ap
parently last week’s column handed us
more enemies than we ever had
friends. This column is in no way
meant to be malicious, nor do we in
tend to show any partiality. Each
Greek house hands into us the news
they want printed. If there are items
included which certain individuals do
not want printed, it is their responsi
bility to check the news before it is
handed to us. W e have no way of
discerning which will hurt someone or
which will amuse them. A lso we ap
preciate everything that is handed in
to us, the more the better, but som e
times it is impossible to print every
thing we receive. In this case, we try
to catch up on tlTe material the follow 
ing week. If, however, certain items
are particularly important to you, we
wish you would indicate this by mark
ing them in some way. The Greek
W orld is written for you and it should
be what you want. Please tell us about
your complaints rather than telling ev
eryone but us. W e w ould appre
ciate your cooperation
and under
standing in this matter. . . . Kappa
Delta reports luck in finding a new
apartment. This is at Mrs. Jackson’s

on Madbury Road, where a tea cele year, and further representation was
brated the success on October 12 in apparent at H om ecom ing Weekend.
honor of their patronesses and alum . . . . Alpha Chi O gives news of en
ni. . . . W e congratulate Phi M u’s gagements, Joyce Lothrop to “ D o c ”
Helen Skafidas who is secretary for Littlefield of Phi Mu Delta, Marge
Sullivan to Mike Sharp, Lois W right
Lambda Phi and also Doris Beaulieu
to Don Tuckerman, Lambda Chi, and
and Mike McClellan who will prove
Jean Smart to Ken Place. . . . Also,
their dramatic ability in The Barretts
SA E was glad to see many of the
of Wimpole Street. . . . Congratula
alumni back W e wonder which Alpha
tions to Chi O in winning the cup for
Chi had to make a desparate phone
hom ecom ing decorations.
Also con
call after the game, and also w ho’s the
grats to Lynn H ow e who is engaged
Sigma Beta who likes to make his
to R oy Hill, Kappa Sig and to Janice
dates personally instead of phoning?
Kershaw and Ed Godfrey, A G R . A r. . . . A t Theta U we extend all the
lienne K nowlton is pinned to W alt
best to Anna Cook and John H ay
Favorite, who is a D K E at Bowdoin.
den. A lso congrats on first honorable
. . . . H om ecom ing honors go to Theta
mention for the H om ecom ing D ecora
Chi this year with special credit ex
tions.
W e hear that Reetie Jordan
tended to Gus Nunes who really
has been m onopolizing Sigma Beta;
worked hard. By the way, has Bates
isn’t one of their handsome men
baited Shorty yet? . . . .
Alpha X i
enough?
Eric, I hope you are not
rang with the voices of many alumni
too weighted down by your latest ac
this weekend. W e all wish great hap
quirement. W e think it is wonderful.
piness to Miss Mabel Knight, the A l
. . . . Considerable discussion has
pha X i cook who is engaged to James
arisen as to the identity of the “ SA E
Nichols. . . . Theta Kap tells us that
S W E E T H E A R T ” seen gracing the
Tim Cotter is still “ rejoicing.” Also
lawn last Saturday morning. Several
F oxy Keating is back on campus. (Ed.
o f the brothers spent the weekend
note: who the hell is he?) . . . . Phi
searching all over Dover for the
Mu Delta boasts a double pinning:
model.
S A E ’s new housemother s
Jim W atson to Doris Jacobs of B ow l
the salt of the earth. Brothers who
ing Green College and Frank Blair to
took the “b ig step” this summer were
Jeanmary Durant.
Shorty Lange is
ex-prexy T om Englert, Dave Ritchie,
back on campus looking none the
Sandy Brainerd, Jim
Sawyer, Ted
worse for wear after his ascent of Mt.
Finnegan, Ralph Tierney, and Clayt
M cK inley
with
Brad
Washburn.
Conn.
Biggest hom ecom ing in our
Shorty camped four weeks at 18,000
feet with the temperature at -20 de
grees.
Something like the
Phi Mu
Delta deck. . . . L A R G E C H A R G E
D E P A R T M E N T now holds forth —
D O V E R , N. H.
at a restaurant in Ogunquit, Maine, an
elderly lady offered the waitress a dol
lar tip saying, “ N O W take this and
Oct. 17-18
Fri.-Sat.
see a good movie with it.” “ A good
movie, H ell!” answered the Alpha Xi,
M ARSHALL OF
“ This is good for ten beers! !” . . . .
Rumors from Sigma Beta say that
CRIPPLE CREEK
Duane Hatch will be running
for
mayor this fall, while Ted Pieciorak
Alan Lane
was seen autographing pictures after
the game Saturday. . . . Recent elec
Also
tions at A T O appoint Steve Symonds
as president, Fred Kuss as vice-presi
DESPERATE
dent, Paul Lawler, treasurer, and sec
retary Bill Forbes. . . .The “ Castle”
Steve Brody and Audrey L on g
speaks: Ned “ L over” Glynn has been
stepping across the brook of late. Chi
O beware! The H om ecom ing buffet
Sun.-Thurs.
Oct. 19-23
supper proved a rare success with

STATE THEATRE

m

DOVER. N.11.

Fru-Sat.

Oct. 17-18

WELCOME
STRANGER
Bing Crosby

Barry Fitzgerald

Joan Caulfield

Sun.-Wed.

Oct. 19-22

U N F IN ISH E D DANCE
(T echnicolor)
Cyd Charisse

Thurs.

Margaret O ’ Brien

Oct. 23

UNSUSPECTED
Claude Rains*

Joan Caulfield

many of the old brothers present, and
all in “ good spirits. In fact we hear
certain wives were introduced to their
husbands! . . . . All T K E members
seem to be represented by cars this

history was celebrated by over a hun
The greatest strokes makes not the
dred old grads and their wives. Chef best music.
Stechers famous hom ecom fng buffet
supper was heartily enjoyed by all and
sundry.
A m ong those present were
alumni president W illiam T. Call and
house founders Christensen, Sawyer,
Durham, N. H.
and Peterman. . . . Phi D U ’s Paul
Fri.-Sat.
Oct. 17-18
Braind is conducting a campaign to
remove Cabrera’s bangs, and I under
CRY WOLF
stand that Crory and ketchup don’t
Errol
Flynn
and Barbara Stanwyck
mix. . . . Oh yes, the first semi-formal
dance will be sponsored by Mortar
Sun.-Mon.
Oct. 19-20
Board on November 8. . . . The Chi
O ’s appreciation to the Kappa Sigs
MOTHER WORE
for their early morning harmony.

FRANKLIN

TIGHTS

(in technicolor)
Betty Grable and Dan Dailey, Jr.

JIM HAINE, Tailor

Tues.-Wed.

Oct. 21-22

T H E Y W O N ’T
BELIEVE ME

Cleaning, Pressing, Repairs

Robert Y oun g and Susan Hayward
Suits Pressed While You Wait
Thurs.
44 Main Street

Oct. 23

CALENDAR GIRL
Jane Frazee and W illiam Marshall

Central Avenue

Dover, N. H,

All Wool Skirts $2.98 to $10.75

Pull Overs and Cardigan Sweaters $2.98 to $4.98

Blouses $2.99 to $5.98

Beautiful Line of Wool Plaid Dresses

IV Y
Joan Fontaine and Patrick Knowles

The platter that’s causing plenty of chatter
— ‘" Skitch" Henderson's Newest Disc for Capitol

in juke circles is "Skitch” Henderson’s latest
instrumental—"Dancing With a Deb.” Boy
—what a record!
It’s obvious "Skitch” has had plenty

Skitch” and some of
bis side-men looking
over an arrangement of
"Dancing With a Deb.”
"

of experience in tickling those ivories,
and he follows that experience rule in
smoking too. "I smoked many different
brands and compared,” says "Skitch.”
"M y choice from experience is
Camel.”
Try Camels. Compare. Let your
own experience tell you why more
people are smoking Camels than
ever before!

AGgpeople, 3rt Wag

ifa* ewe before,!

